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Being blind doesn't mean you can't see the truth., April 13, 2009 
By 
Jacqueline S. Fleming "Jackie Fleming"
This review is from: Out of the Dark (Kindle Edition) 
Lady Lynnet Wilfgive has been blind since she was eight years old. Considered nearing spinsterhood, her parents announce that after the winter's court, they will find her a suitable husband. Angry at her parents' demands to throw her into a loveless marriage, she escapes to the castle's lower levels. There she overhears a conspiracy against the King and Anglo Saxons. Nearly caught by the plotters she is instead found by Basil.

Basil of Ipswich, Sheriff of London is a dedicated service man to King Henry. Expecting to find pilferers in the storage rooms, rather he finds a beautiful and bewitching woman. After his initial attraction he is angry at Lynnet for intruding on the King's business. However he is committed to his position, including protecting its citizens whether they are Norman or Anglo Saxon, and he escorts Lynnet back to her family.

Seeing her daughter in disarray the Lady Durwyn shoos Basil off, treating him as less than a servant. Later Lynnet admits to her parents what she heard. They accuse her of having a flight of fantasy. If the King does have a fox in his chicken coop, it is a case of politics. Not worthy of their involvement.

Lynnet is abducted. Using her wits and their duplicity, she escapes, but the stakes have risen. It is only a matter of time before they try again. Lady Matilda, Lynnet's friend, convinces her that Basil is more than just a figure head and a Norman. She can and must trust the enemy to help her.

Evidence to both crimes is mounting against Basil's half brother. Accusations without proof could damn Basil's life as well as any act of being a traitor. With the possibility of an act against King Henry's rule, Basil sets in motion collecting the evidence while trying to protect his prime witness: Lynnet.

Out of the Dark by Joann Smith Ainsworth is a quick read. I enjoyed this book. It was easy to read, maybe because it was written in contemporary English and relying on character building details rather than on physical details. Within a few pages I was flipping the pages to see what adventure Lynnet was getting into, and how she would surprise everybody with her ingenuity.



4.0 out of 5 stars heart pounding read, set in the winter court, March 31, 2009 
By 
Bookaholics Reviewer (Bay Area, California) 
This review is from: Out of the Dark (Paperback) 
Out of the Dark by JoAnn Smith Ainsworth
Medieval Romance-March 31st, 2009
Rating 3 1/2 stars

Ainsworth plots out romantic details marked by danger in 1120 A.D. Britain with a honorable man and enabled woman. The reader takes part in the chase and discovery as the author deftly guides the reader through the tumultuous lives of her main characters supplying supporting details allotted in the 204 pages of this tale.

This is a heart pounding read, set in the winter court The reader is given powerful insight into the dynamic world of King Henry's royal home at the River Thames. It introduces Lady Lynnet of Osfirth daughter of Lady Durwyn and Lord Wilgive. Lynnet was blinded at a young age and I found her a very intriguing character. The hero, Basil of Ipswich, Sherriff of London, is man built by the harrowing times of the day, tall, brooding, a tower of strength. The story unfolds reveal supporting characters to be a friend or a foe each marked by the Saxon and Norman warring factions loosely healed. Basil and Lynnet find each other but, the terrors of the times interfere with their burgeoning love. The stature of those in power reign supreme in this tantalizing detailed read as it concludes to an unseen conclusion.

I give this book a 3 1/2 stars for the detailed execution of the what winter court would have looked like, well suited characters true to typecast, and large font type which assists the reader thru the more laborious nature of the English language. This was truly an intrigue that keeps the reader to the final scene.

Reviewed by Patricia from the Bookaholics Romance Book Club


